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is predicted to be a semiconductor material
with a band gap of ≈0.46 eV with unique
anisotropic properties, while α and β-GDY
are predicted to Dirac materials with
metallic behavior like graphene.[3,4] Specifically, GDY, which would be exclusively
discussed in this review, is an important
member in GY family containing diacetylenic linkages (CCCC) connecting
adjacent benzene rings extending in 2D
plane, and this theoretical model was first
proposed by Haley in 1997.[5] Considering
the heat of formation and complexity for
synthesis, GDY is the most synthetically
approachable one in GY family. With a
heat of formation of 919.2 kJ mol−1, GDY
is the most stable carbon allotrope containing diacetylenic linkages. Meanwhile,
GDY can be formed from polymerizing of
single kind of precursor molecule.
Planar GDY belongs to p6mm space
group with an optimized lattice constant
of a = b = 9.48 Å.[6,7] The lower density
of carbon atoms and different types of hybridization of GDY
lead to more structural flexibility and weaker mechanical stiffness than those of graphene and the computational model also
shows a temperature-dependent “ripple” of this flat network,
which is quite similar to graphene, contributing a lot to the
stability of GDY sheet.[8] As we know, the electronic structure
of layered materials is highly sensitive to the stacking manner.
According to DFT-GGA method, Zhang et al. reported that the
stacking arrangements with highest and second highest stability
for bilayer GDY are AB (β1) and AB (β2), respectively. And the
ABA (γ1) configuration is the most stable one as for trilayer
construction. Three different configurations of trilayer GDY are
also presented with approximate stability, all showing semiconducting characteristics.[9] Li et al. also investigated the crystal
structure of GDY using low-voltage transmission electron
microscope (TEM) with low current density demonstrating the
ABC stacking mode of multilayer GDY,[10] which is also coincident with the results reported by Hiroshi et al.[11]
Band structure and transport properties of GDY have also
been investigated based on different calculation methods,
showing the existence of a direct band gap at Γ point of the
Brillouin zone. Besides, the effective masses are relatively small
for both conduction and valence bands, resulting in high carrier mobility. The calculated in-plane intrinsic electron mobility
can reach as high as 105 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature, while
the hole mobility is about an order of magnitude lower.[3] GDY
is predicated to simultaneously possess high carrier mobility

Graphdiyne (GDY) is an emerging carbon allotrope in the graphyne
(GY) family, demonstrating extensive potential applications in the fields
of electronic devices, catalysis, electrochemical energy storage, and
nonlinear optics. Synthesis of few-layered GDY is especially important
for both electronic applications and structural characterization. This work
critically summarizes the state-of-art of GDY and focuses on exploring
approaches for few-layered GDY synthesis. The obstacles and challenges
of GDY synthesis are also analyzed in detail. Recently developed synthetic
methods are discussed such as i) the copper substrate-based method, ii) the
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method, iii) the interfacial construction
method, and iv) the graphene-templated method. Throughout the discussion, the superiorities and limitations of different methods are analyzed
comprehensively. These synthetic methods have provided considerable
inspiration approaching synthesis of few-layered or single-layered GDY film.
The work concludes with a perspective on promising research directions and
remaining barriers for layer-controlled and morphology-controlled synthesis
of GDY with higher crystalline quality.

1. Introduction
Carbon is the most fascinating element in the periodic table.
The past decades have witnessed the flourishing development of
carbon nanomaterials, such as fullerene, carbon nanotubes, and
graphene, and the diversity of carbon hybridization states (sp,
sp2, and sp3) allows the artistic design of carbon allotropes.[1,2]
As a consequence of abundant outstanding properties of these
diverse carbon allotropes, it has always been appealing to
explore more extensively about the family of carbon.
Graphyne (GY) is a rapidly rising star in carbon family referring to a class of 2D carbon allotropes, which are merely consist
of sp and sp2 hybrid carbon atoms and due to the multiple combining forms of sp and sp2 hybrid carbon atoms, GY family
includes diversity structures. For example, γ-graphdiyne (GDY)
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and natural moderate band gap of 0.46–1.10 eV (according to
different simulated methods),[12–14] facilitating it as an ideal
candidate for electronic devices. Besides, with highly conjugated structure, uniformly distributed topological pores, and
unique diyne structure, GDY is forecasted to show fascinating
superiorities in the fields of energy storage and transformation,
catalysis, nonlinear optical, gas separation, etc.[15–18] Therefore,
developing synthetic methods for GDY preparation and investigating its basic physicochemical properties are of significant
importance for both basic scientific researches and practical
applications.
Reviewing the development of GDY synthesis, two main
research routes can be easily distinguished (Figure 1). On the
one hand, some scientists devoted much effort to developing
methods for the synthesis of few-layered GDY film. One the
other hand, some other scientists focus on the preparation
of hierarchical GDY structures. The synthesis of few-layered,
even single-layered, GDY is the ultimate goal because the
ultrathin GDY plays a key role of study the intrinsic properties of GDY. In this research timeline, we believe that the
development of few-layered GDY synthesis could be conventionally divided into three periods. The first period began in
1997, when the GDY model was first proposed by Haley et al.
After that, Haley and co-workers did a mountain of work about
synthesis of annulenic subunits of GDY and investigated the
optical properties and self-assembling behaviors of them.[19–23]
However, with the limitation of tedious synthesis processes
and decrease of solubility, only products with four carbon-rings
could be obtained through these methods.[24] Much works
about simulation of GDY also emerged during this period.
While the synthesis of GDY encountered the bottleneck until
year 2010 when Li et al. reported an in-situ polymerization
method on Cu substrate, which could be denoted as the second
period.[25] This ingenious method is viewed as a milestone in
GDY history because it was not only the first time for synthesis
of GDY as an applicable material, but also facilitated much
progresses in applications of GDY. The beginning of the third
period sprung up from 2017, when different strategies were
proposed for GDY film preparation with high crystallinity.
Inspired by CVD growth of graphene and on-surface covalent
reaction in ultrahigh vacuum-scanning tunneling microscopy
(UHV-STM) system, our group introduced a CVD synthetic
method for growth of linked carbon monolayer with acetylenic
scaffoldings by using hexaethynylbenzene (HEB) as precursor,
which has provided a possible way for fabricating monolayered GDY.[26] By utilizing interfacial method (e.g., liquid/liquid
and gas/liquid interface), GDY nanosheets were obtained with
well-defined regular hexagonal domain shape and narrow
domain size and thickness distribution, reflecting the good
crystallinity and low oxygenic defect level.[11] Our group also
developed a surface-templated method using graphene as an
epitaxial template to induce coupling reaction in 2D extended
plane.[27,28] By this mean, ultrathin GDY film was synthesized,
which has brought light to the application of GDY film in
electronic devices. Considering the extraordinary properties
of GDY from theoretical prediction, the study of GDY applications is another branch that would enhance the development of GDY and arouse more researchers’ interests. From
the point of growth mechanism, scientists synthesized various
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hierarchical GDY structures through controlling the catalyst
diffusion and morphology of substrates. The pioneered hierarchical GDY structure can date back to 2011, Li and co-workers
first synthesized the GDY nanotubes using AAO template
and controlling the diffusion direction of Cu based catalyst.[29]
Afterward, 1D substrates were also employed for successfully
synthesis of GDY nanowires.[30,31] In recent years, Li and Liu
groups displayed the 3D GDY preparation using some 3D templates, such as 3D Cu nanowires and diatomite.[32,33] These as
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Figure 1. Schematic road map of the development history of GDY synthesis. Reproduced with permission.[11] Copyright 2017, American Chemical
Society. Reproduced with permission.[25] Copyright 2010, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced with permission.[26] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2011, American Chemical
Society. Reproduced with permission.[31] Copyright 2019 Elsevier B.V. Reproduced with permission.[33] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. Reproduced with
permission.[49] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.[50] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

prepared hierarchical GDY structures present great potential
applications in the fields of electrochemistry, energy storage,
and catalyst and has promoted the development of GDY to a
great extent.
In the past years, several reviews have been devoted to
summarize the basic properties, and potential applications of
GDY.[34–37] However, there is no detailed summarization about
the synthetic methods of GDY until now. Herein, first we would
critically summarize the state-of-art research of GDY and focus
on exploring approaches to the synthesis of few-layered GDY.
We start briefly from analysis of the problems and challenges
for GDY synthesis due to the rich diversity of GY family and
uncontrollability in alkyne coupling reactions that have set up
much barriers for GDY synthesis. Furthermore, systematic
characterization methods for GDY are still in infancy and a lot
of efforts have been devoted for that. Second, the progress of
synthetic approaches toward GDY film preparation would be
fully presented, including various synthetic methods, such as
copper substrate based in-situ polymerization, CVD method,
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interfacial construction strategy, and graphene-templated synthetic methods. Finally, forward-looking prospective of such
new-born carbon nanomaterial would also be discussed.

2. Problems and Challenges for GDY Synthesis
Due to three hybridization states of carbon atom, multiple
combining forms of carbon element produce various carbon
allotropes such as graphite (sp2), diamond (sp3) in the nature, and
several novel carbon allotropes such as fullerene (sp2),[38] carbon
nanotube (sp2),[39] and graphene (sp2),[40] which have successfully
been synthesized and have caused great concentration in recent
decades.[41–46] However, the design and synthesis of new carbon
allotropes with definite structure and property are a significant and ongoing challenge in new materials science. Since Li
and co-workers successfully synthesized layer-like GDY film on
copper substrate,[25] GDY has presented great potential applications in energy and environment fields.[15,47,48] Then, some other
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Figure 2. Problems and challenges for the synthesis of few-layered GDY.

modified methods were developed to synthesize GDY with different morphologies, such as GDY nanowalls,[49] nanotubes,[28]
nanowires,[29] and stripe arrays.[51] However, the synthesis of fewlayered GDY is until to be addressed because of the existed problems and challenges for its preparation. In this section, we would
like to summarize the problems and challenges for few-layered
GDY synthesis from three different viewpoints, namely, uncontrollability in reactions, diversity of GY family, and characterization methods for alkyne-rich system (Figure 2).

2.1. Uncontrollability in Reactions
In essence, the growth process of GDY is quite different from
that of graphene and is much more complicated. GDY was
constructed by organic coupling reaction between organic
molecules with terminal alkynes, which means the alkyne coupling reaction plays a key role for the synthesis of GDY with
long order and orientation. However, there are some intrinsic
problems, namely monomer instability, side reactions, and
orientation of structure, which lead to the uncontrollability in
alkyne coupling reactions to a certain extend and directly influence the quality of as-synthesized GDY material.

Adv. Mater. 2019, 31, 1803758

2.1.1. Monomer Instability
It is well known that the carbon–carbon triple bond is an
unsaturated structure and easily to be functionalized through
chemical reactions such as addition,[52] cycloaddition, oxidation, and click reactions,[53–55] which means the carbon–carbon
triple bond has relatively high reactivity and its stability
strictly relies on the reaction system. The synthesis of GDY
is achieved through alkyne coupling reaction using HEB as
precursor. Therefore, the stability of the terminal alkynyls in
HEB is a precondition for oriented GDY formation. However,
the terminal alkynes own relatively high reactivity comparing
with internal alkynyls because of their weak acid properties
that let the terminal alkynyls easily form acetylide conjugated
base and occur the nucleophilic attack and oxidative reactions.
The stability of multiple-ethynylbenzene compounds, such as
1,3,5-triethynylbenzene, 1,2,4,5-tetraethynylbenzene, and HEB,
is decreasing along with the increasing of alkynyl number connecting on benzene ring.[56,57] Although the HEB is the most
unstable one in these structures and turns brown rapidly in the
presence of air,[58] it is an ideal candidate for GDY synthesis due
to its symmetry, π-framework, and plane structure.[59] Therefore, how to ensure the stability of HEB in reaction system
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would be a very important issue for the synthesis of GDY with
defined structure and is an ongoing challenge.

2.1.2. Side Reactions
As mentioned above, the terminal alkynyls are relatively reactive and sensitive compared with other carbon-carbon bonds
due to it intrinsic characteristics. The high reactivity of
monomer would lead to some side reactions, which will introduce defects in the GDY structure resulting in poor crystallinity.
Traditionally, the terminal alkynes are prone to occur oxidative
addition, cyclotrimerization, and reductive elimination coupling
reactions. Except reductive elimination coupling reaction, the
others are two side reactions that will grievously impact the crystallinity of GDY structure if occurred. Palladium-catalyzed terminal alkyne coupling reactions turned to be an effective method
for the synthesis of symmetrical 1,3-diynes.[60] However, side reactions (e.g., alkyne dimerization to diynes through head-to-head
or head-to-tail coupling) are barely inhibited totally.[61] Except for
solution process, side reactions are also observed in on-surface
coupling reactions. Fuchs et al. synthesized linear oligomer/
polymer chains through Glaser coupling on metal surface using
the arylalkynes as starting materials.[62] Through STM characterization, they identified several types of side products: hydroalkynylation of the terminal alkyne at the α or β positions, dieneyne
moieties, enediyne moieties, and trimerization products, which
would lead to chain branching. Therefore, inhibiting these side
reactions at the most extent when using HEB as precursor would
be another key issue for high quality GDY preparation.

2.1.3. Orientation of Skeleton
Among various strategies of 2D materials, solution approaches
have been proved to be a powerful one for GDY synthesis. However, the synthesis process would go through a troublesome
problem of free rotation of the alkyne-aryl single bonds, leading to
the coexistence of coplanar and twisted frameworks. The orientation of skeleton is a problem which should be addressed for the
ultimate goal of a structurally perfect GDY. In solution approach,
the HEB cannot rely on the ordering power of an interface and
is not automatically arranged into the same plane if it is just
placed at a flat liquid or solid surface.[63] When the coupling reaction occurred on terminal alkynyls, the central benzene rings of
HEB would make the six coupling reactions occurred on the same
plane. Therefore, there are some challenges that make it difficult
to be a no perturbed 2D geometry of HEB. The first one is that it
is comprehensible that all bond formations take place within this
same plane for a small fragment. Whereas, when two such fragments meet and couple with each other, low rotation barrier exists
at the connecting point, which means the fragments can freely
rotate relative between them. This phenomenon will take place at
their numerous lateral function groups along with growing further. Second, all critical bond-formation steps are difficult to occur
just when the fragments happen to attain a coplanar conformation, therefore unlikely lead to a structurally homogeneous new
fragment. Third, the respective individual fragments and the relative location of C are not easy or maybe impossible to covalently
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capture the in-plane conformation during the actual growth situation. These problems inevitably lead to formation of overlapping
structures which eventually form 3D GDY networks. In order
to solve these problems, the fragments to be connected must
be forced automatically into one plane when coupling reactions
occurred. However, above mentioned drawbacks are hard to be
avoided in solution system. Considering the essences that GDY
was constructed by organic coupling reaction between organic
molecules, which means the orientation of organic molecules
is a key role for long-range ordered GDY structure forming.[64]
Using a template as grown substrate can control the orientation
of organic molecules by taking advantage of template–molecule
interaction that can effectively decrease the rotation barrier of the
connecting bonds between fragments.[65,66] And the templated
methods have been demonstrated as an effective method to synthesize oriented 2D materials.[64] Therefore, selecting an appropriate template is very important considering the orientation of
organic molecules at the interface and the interaction between
monomers and template. In addition, the template method would
be a promising methodology for few-layered GDY preparation.

2.2. Characterization Methods for Alkyne-Rich System
GDY, a new 2D carbon material, has aroused great concern
since it was first synthesized in 2010. In order to obtain accurate and complete information of GDY, multiple characterization methods are required. In characterizing previous graphitic
materials, Raman spectroscopy has exhibited remarkable advantages.[67,68] In the study of graphene, the Raman spectrum can be
used to quickly and easily determine the layer number, quality
of crystals, stacking pattern, and doping characteristics.[69]
The typical Raman spectrum graphene contains two peaks
at 1588 and 2693 cm−1 that are corresponding to G-band and
2D-band. Another peak would appear at 1350 cm−1 if the graphene has some defects. For single layer graphene, the 2D-band
has higher intensity than G-band and is with perfectly symmetrical single Lorentz peak. However, the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 2D-band will increase along with the
layer number increasing, which is resulted from the splitting
of the electron energy band structure of multilayer graphene.[70]
Additionally, the layer number of graphene could be identified
through the peak shape and the intensity ration of D-band to
2D-band. For the GDY study, the Raman spectrum is also a
powerful characterization tool for structure analysis. Especially, the vibration of carbon–carbon triple bonds in terminal
alkynes or diacetylenic linkages can be obviously distinguished
from Raman spectrum, which is very different from Fourier
Transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrum where only the absorption of carbon–carbon triple bonds in terminal alkynes can be
detected.[26] Theoretically, GDY has six intense Raman peaks:
breathing vibration of benzene ring and alkyne-related ring,
stretching of aromatic bonds, synchronous stretching of triple
bonds, scissoring vibration of atoms in benzene ring, vibration
of CC bond between triply coordinated atoms, and another
stretching mode of alkyne.[71] Compared with graphene, GDY
has more atoms in a primitive cell, resulting in more complicated vibrational modes. The above theoretical results are based
on single layer GDY mode. There are still not related research
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works on the Raman spectrum of two, three or multiply layer
GDY. Although the Raman spectrum of single layer GDY has
been systematically studied by theoretical calculation, the experimental study of Raman spectra of GDY is still in the preliminary stage phase and has some problems until to be addressed.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful
instrument which owns the capability of imaging at a significantly higher resolution (even as small as a single column of
atoms) than optical microscopes due to the smaller de Broglie
wavelength of electrons. TEM is a major analytical method in
the physical, chemical, and biological sciences. In the 2D material research, graphene is the representative. The TEM test
has played an important role in the atomic structure, stacking
model, layer number, orientation, and surface cleanliness
of the graphene.[44] TEM is also a necessary characterization
technique for GDY study. Using TEM to characterize GDY, the
domain size, layer number, stacking mode, and other information can be obtained. Even through, the monoatomic imaging
of GDY could also be obtained if combining the spherical aberration correction techniques. However, since the GDY is composed of carbon and with large percentage of carbon–carbon
triple bond, which make GDY structure easily to be destroyed
when suffer the bombardment of high-energy electron beams
with high voltage. Nishihara and co-workers obtained the
single crystal diffraction of GDY through TEM characterization
at an accelerating voltage of 75 kV.[11] TEM and SAED results
revealed the in-plane periodicity and ABC type stacking model
of the multilayer GDY. Lu and co-workers further observed the
crystal structure of a six-layered GDY nanosheets by TEM characterization with an accelerating voltage of 120 kV and a current density of 2.3 × 104 A m−2.[10] Therefore, the low-voltage
TEM is suitable for characterizing the atomic structure of GDY.
Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) is a scattering
geometry combining the Bragg condition with the conditions
for X-ray total external reflection from crystal surfaces. GIXRD
owns superior characteristics as compared to the other diffraction schemes in the studies of thin surface layers, since the penetration depth of X-rays inside the slab is reduced by three orders
of magnitude. Although many methods have been developed to
synthesize GDY, limited methodologies in bulk GDY powder
preparation and small domain size of GDY make X-ray diffraction (XRD) inapplicable for GDY structure characterization.
According to recent results, thin GDY film synthesized through

interfacial or templated methods has high crystallinity and the
thickness is usually less than 10 nm. In order to further study the
fine structure of GDY, GIXRD could be an effective instrument.
Using GIXRD, Nishihara et al. observed three diffraction spots
along the horizontal and diagonal directions, which are assigned
to 110, 100, and 200 diffractions derived from a hexagonal 2D
lattice with a = b = 0.96 nm of GDY structure.[11] Zhou et al.
also synthesized ultrathin GDY film using a graphene template
and observed the 110, 210, and interlayer spacing diffractions of
GDY through GIXRD characterization.[29] Although some facet
diffractions and stacking model could be obtained from GIXRD
testing results, further fine details could be observed if the synthesized GDY samples present higher crystallinity and larger
domain size compared with before.

2.3. Common Synthetic Strategies
GDY was proposed to be a new 2D materials with many outstanding properties being predicted since it was first proposed,
most of which are based on its few-layered 2D feature.[72–76]
Therefore, developing reliable methods to produce high crystallinity few-layered GDY with large domain size and investigating
its intrinsic properties and potential applications are major
goals. In order to prepare ultrathin 2D nanomaterials, scientist
developed various reliable synthetic methods that can be divided
into two categories: top-down and bottom-up methods. The topdown methods usually obtain thin layer 2D materials from their
bulk crystals through exfoliating processes such as mechanical
cleavage and liquid exfoliation. The bottom-up methods usually
obtain thin layer 2D materials through chemical reactions of
certain precursors at given experimental conditions. Chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), surface covalent coupling in ultrahigh vacuum system (UHVS), and wet-chemical syntheses are
typical three kinds of bottom-up methods that are more versatile in principle comparing with top-down methods.[77] GDY is
not existed in nature and its bulk crystals preparation methods
are not available so far. Therefore, the top-down methods are
not applicable for few-layered GDY preparation. Among the
developed bottom-up approaches, three categories methods
are proposed to be applicable to GDY preparation: total
synthesis, surface covalent coupling in UHVS, and coupling
reaction in solution using HEB as precursor (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Common synthetic strategies toward GDY.
Adv. Mater. 2019, 31, 1803758
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2.3.1. Total Synthesis
In order to obtain GY or GDY with definite structure, organic
chemists explored total-synthesis-type approaches to expand the
GY or GDY preparation using designed molecular precursors.
Although the rich chemistry of the acetylenic functional group
has been intensively used for the preparation of GY and GDY
via solution approaches, such as oxidative Cu-mediated,[20,22,78]
Pd/Cu-catalyzed oxidative acetylenic coupling to generate buta1,3-diyne-1,4-diyl fragments, and Sonogashira crosscoupling
reactions to form aryl-acetylenic bonds,[79] only medium-sized
scaffolds featuring subsections or oligomers like benzannellated dehydro and annulenes were obtained.[20,22] Moreover,
the total synthetic methods usually contain complicated and
multistep synthetic routes. These drawbacks indicate that the
total synthetic methods are infeasible to obtain target GDY
materials.

2.3.2. Surface Covalent Coupling in Ultrahigh Vacuum System
Surface covalent synthesis in UHVS is an effective approach
for the single atom thick 2D materials, in which the definite
nanostructures are constructed on metal surface through
covalent reaction between organic precursors. In such processes, the metal surface plays the both roles of catalyst and
substrate, which has a self-limited effect that will promote the
formation of monoatomic material since there is no sufficient
catalyst supply to promote the covalent reaction once the metal
surface is covered by formed nanostructures. Such synthetic
method has already been applied to the synthesis of various
2D networks such as graphene nanoribbons,[80] conjugated
2D oligomers,[81–83] and linear polymeric materials[84] through
Ullman coupling,[85] imine bond formation,[86] dehydration
and etherification of boronic acids,[87] thermal dimerization of
N-heterocyclic carbenes,[88] or acylation reactions.[89] To construct the structure of GDY, a surface-assisted homocoupling
reaction of terminal alkynes on metal surface has been promised to be an ideal method for monomer layer GDY synthesis.[90] In 2012, Ruben et al. first observed surface-assistant
synthesis of GDY-related structures by STM.[91] After annealing
at 400 K, the depositing triethynylbenzene (TEB) modules on a Ag(111) surface were homocoupled, leading to 2D
GDY-related structures with irregular, open porous networks.
After annealing of 2,5-diethynyl-1,4-bis(phenylethynyl)benzene
(DEBPB) on the Ag(111) surface, Wu et al. observed the formation of covalently bounded GDY molecular chains.[92] Linear
butadiyne scaffolds architecture could also be achieved on the
high index surfaces. Klappenberger et al. used the Ag(877) vicinal surface to obtained 1D extended-GDY wires with lengths
reaching 30 nm.[93] Besides terminal alkyne coupling reaction, dehalogenative homocoupling reactions are also a powerful method for highly regular low-dimensional butadiyne
scaffolds constructing. Sun et al. achieved the formation of
dimer structures, 1D molecular nanowires and highly regular
2D molecular honeycomb networks of GDY nanostructures
through dehalogenative homocoupling reactions of various terminal alkynyl bromides on Au (111) surface.[94] Although the
bottom-up approach in UHVS at well-defined metal surfaces
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facilitates the investigation of chemical processes like absorption geometries chemical states of precursors, and intermediates and products at single molecular level, only fragments of
GDY could be synthesized. Moreover, some side-reactions like
E/Z hydrogenation, multiple insertion reactions or alkyne trimerization are difficult to avoid totally. These intrinsic drawbacks
rather limit the technological application for the production of
the GDY at a large area.

2.3.3. Coupling Reaction in Solution Using HEB as Precursor
Apart from above mentioned two applicable methods for GDY
synthesis, conducting alkyne coupling reactions in solution
employing HEB as monomer have been demonstrated to be an
applicable method for GDY synthesis and investigated intensively recently. This methodologies are based on the alkyne
coupling reactions promoted by the Cu salts in the presence of
given organic bases. Combining the Cu salt as catalyst in solution and the metal catalyst in the UHVS, researchers tried to
synthesize GDY films on Cu foil or surface template in solution
through classic coupling reactions, such as Glaser coupling,
Hay coupling, and Eglinton coupling reactions, in which the
GDY film with large area and high crystallinity can be synthesized. However, it is difficult to control the thickness of GDY
film due to the solution methods that cannot provide a strictly
space confined 2D growth model. Li et al. synthesized ≈1 µm
GDY film through Glaser coupling.[26] Zhou et al. synthesized ≈500 nm GDY nanowall film on copper foil through
Glaser–Hay coupling.[50] Although both of them could obtain
large area GDY film with good crystallinity, the thickness of
GDY film is larger than hundreds of nanometers. Through
interfacial methods, large area of GDY film about 20 nm or
single-crystallinity GDY nanosheets with 3.0 nm thickness
and 1.5 µm lateral size can ben synthesized by using Eglinton
coupling reaction.[9] Gao et al. further investigated the graphene epitaxial method aimed at few-layered GDY synthesis.[28]
Although several layer GDY could be synthesized on graphene
due to the strong π–π interaction and van der Waals (vdW)
interaction between graphene and GDY, it is difficult to obtain
the intrinsic properties of GDY because of the lack of available
methods to separate GDY from graphene. In addition, conducting coupling reaction in solution using HEB as precursor
could be a promising method for large area GDY film preparation. However, how to synthesize single or few-layered GDY is
still a scientific issue to be solved.

3. Synthetic Approaches Toward GDY Film
3.1. Copper Substrate Based Synthesis of GDY
In this section, we would mainly review the important methods
and concepts emerging in the few past years. As mentioned earlier, the high-yield direct preparation of GDY still remained a
challenge until 2010, when Li et al. reported an in situ crosscoupling polymerization method on Cu foil to fabricated largearea of ordered GDY film (Figure 4a).[26] The Cu foil acts as
both catalyst for the Glaser coupling reaction and the substrate
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Figure 4. Copper substrate based in-situ synthesis of GDY. a) Schematic diagram of coupling reaction on Cu surface. b,c) Optical image and SEM image
of GDY on Cu surface. Reproduced with permission.[26] Copyright 2010, Royal Society of Chemistry. d) Construction of GDY nanowalls. Reproduced
with permission.[50] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. e) Synthesis of GDY nanosheets on Cu nanowire. Reproduced with permission.[33]
Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. f) Schematic diagram GDY nanowalls on arbitrary substrates via copper envelope catalysis. g) SEM images GDY nanowalls
on arbitrary substrates, typically on 1D silicon nanowires, 2D Au foil and 3D Ni foam. Reproduced with permission.[96] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
h) Schematic diagram and TEM images of GDY nanotubes synthesized through AAO template. Reproduced with permission.[30] Copyright 2011,
American Chemical Society. i) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for the 3DGDY synthesis using diatomite as template. j) SEM images
of 3DGDY. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

providing a flat surface for directional polymerization of monomers. By this means, large-area continuous GDY nanoscale film
could be obtained on the surface of Cu foil with thickness of
about 1 µm (Figure 4b,c). The as synthesized GDY film shows
good semiconducting properties and is with a conductivity
of 2.516 × 10−4 S m−1, which is comparable with that of Si.[26]
This method was quite enlightening and broke the deadlock of
GDY synthesis. After that, many copper substrates based synthetic methods emerged and GDY with different morphologies
and hierarchical structures were successfully achieved. Inspired
by this copper substrate based method, our group has developed
some modified strategies for GDY synthesis with novel welldefined morphologies.[50,95,96] A modified Glaser–Hay coupling
reaction was developed, in which the catalytic sites of copper
ions could be regulated by addition of organic alkali pyridine
(Figure 4d,e). Furthermore, GDY nanowalls could also be grown
on arbitrary substrates by employing a copper envelope catalysis
strategy, in which process the target substrates were put into a
copper foil envelope, ensuring sufficient catalyst for coupling
reaction (Figure 4f).[96] This envelope method enabled growth of
GDY on surface of arbitrary substrates with different chemical
compositions and hierarchical dimensions, including 1D (Si
nanowires), 2D (Au, Ni, W foils, and quartz), and even 3D substrates (stainless steel mesh and graphene foam) (Figure 4g),
which has paved the way toward plenty of applications, such
as photo electrochemical water splitting cell. As shown in
Figure 4h, GDY nanotube arrays were synthesized by associating this copper substrate based crosscoupling reaction with
template technique.[30] AAO template was employed in the reaction process. After etching and annealing processed, GDY nanotubes with a wall thickness of about 15 nm and a pipe diameter
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of about 150 nm were fabricated, which present outstanding
field emission properties.[30] Besides, a novel aggregated structure of GDY nanowires with high-quality and defect-free surface
has also been fabricated through a vapor–liquid–solid method
employing ZnO nanorod arrays on Si surface as substrate.[31]
The as-grown GDY nanowires were excellent semiconductors
with a conductivity of 1.9 × 103 S m−1 and mobility of as high
as 7.1 × 102 cm2 V−1 s−1.[31] Very recently, our group has also
reported the synthesis of freestanding 3DGDY powder using
naturally abundant diatomite as a template (Figure 4i,j), providing a feasible way for massive production of GDY with very
low cost, which would really give opportunity to future industrial preparation and application.[34] Besides the intrinsic properties of GDY, the fabricated 3DGDY exhibits a porous structure
and high specific surface area (SSA) that enable it to be directly
used as a lithium-ion battery (LIB) anode material and a 3D
scaffold to create Rh@3DGDY composites. 3DGDY presents
high specific capacity (610 mAh g−1 with a current density of
50 mA g−1) as well as excellent rate performance and long cycle
life when applied as a LIB anode material. Rh@3DGDY catalyst presents high catalytic activity and well recyclability in 4-NP
reduction reaction. In short, the control and regulation of such
copper substrate based method has become more and more
delicate and more ingenious design is needed as for synthesis
of large-area ultrathin GDY film.

3.2. CVD Method for Synthesis of GDY
Considering the limitation of solution method in controllability of thickness and structure of GDY because of the
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relatively random distribution of catalytic sites in solution, our
group first made an effort to introduce CVD method to synthesize GDY.[27] Unlike coupling reaction in solution, the reaction
process and mechanism of CVD is much more similar to that
of on-surface covalent synthesis, by which the nanostructures
are constructed on substrate surface via formation of covalent
bonds between organic precursors, which has been viewed as
a promising strategy toward the atomically precise fabrication
of low dimensional carbon-rich scaffolds.[97,98] Glaser coupling
reaction on metal surface is a powerful tool for construction
of 2D diyne-linked network and corresponding research in
UHVS has already been discussed in detail (Figure 5a).[62,99,100]
Undoubtedly, the design of precursor and reaction route has
great effect to products. Notably, in 2016 Xu’s group introduced a dehalogenative homocoupling reaction on Au (111)
surface, successfully achieving the formation of 2D acetylenic
scaffolding networks (Figure 5b).[94,101] This result is of fundamental importance to understandings of on-surface dehalogenative coupling reactions and has provided more alternative
way for the ultimate goal of synthesis of GDY networks.
However, reactions in UHV system cannot satisfy the synthesis of materials for practical applications. In this case,
CVD route is important to be investigated for growth of GDY

monolayer film over large area. Considering the catalysis efficiency, adsorption energy, diffusion barrier, and lateral interaction with precursor molecules, Ag substrate is comprehensively
suitable for on-surface homocoupling reaction of terminal
alkynes in CVD growth of GDY (Figure 5c).[102,103] By employing
a Ag envelop as growth substrate and an arylalkyne compound
HEB as precursor, a monolayer carbon network with acetylenic
scaffolding was obtained. The corresponding upshift of Raman
peak confirmed the successful conversion of terminal alkyne
monomers to linked network through the surface-assisted homocoupling reaction. The extended π-conjugated structure provided
the linked film with superior electrical conductivity. Furthermore,
this film also showed potential as a substrate for suppressing
fluorescence and enhancing Raman intensity of absorbed fluorescent molecules. This method has provided an impressive way
for fabricating GDY film and other newly structured 2D carbon
film by using molecular building blocks. This CVD-grown acetylenic carbon film is the only single-layer graphdiyne related film
ever reported. However, the crystallinity of such film is still far
from satisfaction limited by the side reactions and monomer stability on surface. Therefore, more delicate designs of the catalytic
environment such as surface templating and optimal molecular
structure are highly needed to construct well-ordered GDY film.

Figure 5. Chemical vapor deposition approach toward GDY film. a) Well-defined surfaces represent versatile platforms to realize novel compounds
of GY and GDY family incorporating sp2 and sp hybridized carbon atoms from rationally designed precursors. Left panel: Reproduced with permission.[62] Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH. Right panel: Reproduced with permission.[99] Copyright 2012, Nature Publishing Group. b) Molecular network with
acetylenic scaffoldings formed via dehalogenative homocoupling of terminal alkynyl bromides on Au (111). Reproduced with permission.[94] Copyright
2016, American Chemical Society. c) CVD system for the growth of linked carbon monolayer and schematic view of the surface growth process.
Reproduced with permission.[27] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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3.3. Interfacial Construction for the Synthesis of GDY
As mentioned above, well-ordered structure of GDY is difficult to be obtained through CVD synthetic method because
the formation of well-organized networks is influenced by the
side reactions, especially the addition reaction between two
adjacent terminal alkynes.[104] While the reaction efficiency and
selectivity would be much higher in solution-based reaction. In
Cu substrate based synthesis processes, trace amount of catalytic sites is quite difficult to be controlled and ultrathin GDY
nanosheets could not be obtained. The polymerization at liquid/
liquid or gas/liquid interface would offer a space-confined reaction mode, which is beneficial for synthesis of 2D polymers
with good crystallinity and increase of domain sizes.[105–107]
Given the above background, Ryota et al. reported the effective
interfacial method in 2017, in which the precursor molecules
were allowed to be polymerized at the liquid/liquid interface
generated by organic solution containing HEB molecules and
aqueous solution of copper catalyst (Figure 6a).[11] Furthermore,
gas/liquid interface performed better controllability of precursors, yielding GDY nanosheets as single-crystallinity regular
hexagonal domains, featuring a lower degree of oxygenation
and narrow distributions of thickness and lateral size.[11] The
simple biphase combination afforded multilayer GDY, the thickness of which was 24 nm thick, with a step of 6 nm at the edge.
Through TEM and SAED characterizations, the in-plane periodicity of the GDY nanosheets was revealed, with an SAED
pattern exclusively matching ABC stacking type. Constructing
the coupling reaction on gas/liquid interfacial performed better
than that on the liquid/liquid interface and produced few-layered GDY with higher quality. Through SEM, TEM, and AFM
characterizations, well-defined regular hexagonal domains with
narrow distributions of the thickness (modal values, 2.97 and

3.94 nm) and diagonal size (1.51 µm) were found. 2D GIWAXS
further confirmed the crystallinity of the GDY nanosheet and
revealed its ABC stacking mode, which is consist with multilayer GDY produced at the liquid/liquid interface. This feasible
interfacial strategy was also applied to synthesis of other GDY
analogues and the hybridization of C and N atoms would
bring promising electronic, optical, mechanical, and catalytic
properties.[108,109] Based on the Glaser coupling reactions, Zhao
et al. explored the interfacial synthesis of few-layered, highly
ordered and conjugated 2D N-GDY films at the gas/liquid and
liquid/liquid interfaces by using Triazine- or pyrazine-based
monomers (Figure 6b).[108] Thin films with minimum thickness
of 4 nm could be prepared. Nishihara et al. reported on the synthesis of a GDY analogue, TP-GDY, which has triphenylene as
the aromatic core.[109] They also applied a liquid/liquid interfacial method use hexaethynyltriphenylene as monomer to afford
a TP-GDY film with a free-standing morphology, a smooth
texture, a domain size of >1 mm, and a thickness of 220 nm.
Pan et al. synthesized 2D N-GDY nanosheets with thickness
from 12 to 23 nm containing different number of N by poly
merization of triazine, pyrazine, and pyridine-based monomers
at liquid/liquid interface.[110] They found that the wettability
changed to more hydrophilic as the N contents increased. The
N-GDY can be employed as metal-free photocatalyst for nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) regeneration and has
potential value applied in biological catalysis.

3.4. Graphene-Templated Synthesis of Few-Layered GDY Film
The intriguing electronic property of moderate bandgap along
with simultaneous high mobility is definitely the most attractive
feature of GDY. In this view, synthesis of GDY as continuous

Figure 6. Interfacial construction of GDY and GY derivative. a) Schematic illustration of liquid/liquid and gas/liquid interfacial method and corresponding characterization of GDY nanosheets and film obtained through interfacial construction method. Reproduced with permission.[11] Copyright
2017, American Chemical Society. b) Schematic illustration of multiple N-GDY structures and corresponding structural characterization. Reproduced
with permission.[108] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Figure 7. Graphene-templated synthesis of ultrathin GDY film. a) Schematic illustration of synthesis of ultrathin GDY film using graphene as surface
template. b) Optical images of graphdiyne on graphene film on SiO2/Si substrate. c) Typical AFM image of GDY on graphene. Scale bar, 5 µm. d) TEM
image of transferred GDY film on graphene synthesized from Hiyama coupling. Corresponding SEAD pattern is in inset and the patterns of GDY and
graphene are labelled respectively. a–d) Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. e) TEM image of transferred GDY
film on graphene synthesized from Eglinton coupling. f) HRTEM image of transferred GDY film. g) HRTEM image GDY from theoretical predication.
Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of Science. h) Schematic illustration of the experimental
setup for the ultrathin β-GDY-like film grown on graphene. i) AFM image of the β-GDY-like film grown on graphene. j) SAED pattern of β-GDY-like film
on graphene. Reproduced with permission.[111] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

ultrathin film capable of in-plane charge transport is highly
demanded for better fulfillment of the electronic devices practically. Besides, the formation of thin film would be much more
beneficial for fine structural characterization.
Recently, graphene has emerged as an excellent template for
synthesis and assembly of both organic and inorganic materials
with well-packed structures because of the atomically flat surface and π–π stacking interactions.[65,66,112–114] In consideration
of the highly conjugated flat structure, graphene is positively
an ideal choice as surface template for synthesis of continuous
ultrathin GDY film. As shown in Figure 7a, our group has
recently presented series of work about synthesis of few-layered
GDY film through a solution phase vdW epitaxial strategy
using graphene as a surface template and systematically
investigated the crystal structure and basic properties of GDY
(Figure 7b–e).[29] Notably, the HRTEM images of graphene/
GDY vdW heterostructure were also directly observed by a berration-corrected and monochromated TEM under low voltage
and low dose (Figure 7f), revealing the ABC-stacking manner
of multilayer GDY, which is also in good agreement with the
simulated result (Figure 7g).[28,29] Furthermore, combination
of experimental observation and theoretical also illustrated the
essential role of graphene template. Graphene would not only
make the precursor molecules parallel to its plane with a preferred orientation, but also promoted the reaction by lowing
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the barrier and energy of products. This graphene-templated
method has really broaden the prospect of GDY in electronic
applications and paved a feasible way for fine characterization and further exploring more intrinsic properties of GDY.
By simple altering precursor molecules, this synthetic method
is considerably practicable for other GDY derivatives. Zhang
and coworkers further proposed an approach for ultrathin
β-GDY-like film synthesis using graphene as a template because
of the strong π-π interaction between β-GDY and graphene
(Figure 7h).[111] The as-synthesized film presents smooth and
continuous morphology and has good crystallinity (Figure 7i,j).
Electrical measurement reveals that the film presented the conductivity of 1.30 × 10−2 S m−1 by fabricating electronic devices
on β-GDY grown on dielectric h-BN template.
Similar to the case of graphene, there is much difference of
properties and synthesis developing progress for single- and
few-layered graphdiyne. Single-layered graphdiyne is predicted
to possess direct band gap, which is beneficial for photoelectric
devices. Besides, considering applications in gas-separation,
single-atom catalysis, and metal ion absorption, single-layered
graphdiyne would show suitable pore size and higher surface
area. It is also important to get single-layered graphdiyne for
investigation of basic properties. However, synthesis of singlelayered graphdiyne is much more difficult than few-layered
ones. When first reported, graphdiyne film synthesized on Cu
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surface turned out to be 1 µm.[26] By controlling the concentration of Cu catalysis, utilizing the gas/liquid–liquid interface,
and employing graphene as a surface template, the morphology
and thickness of graphdiyne were well regulated. Up to now,
few-layered graphdiyne was successfully obtained with thickness less than 2 nm and the stacking manner was identified
systematically.[28] The achievement in fewer-layered graphdiyne
synthesis would contribute a lot to the application in electronic
properties investigation and optical research. CVD method
is really competitive for single-layered growth while there is
still a far way for improving the film crystallinity. We can see
that great progress has been made for thickness control and
crystallinity improvement.

4. Raman Spectroscopy of GDY
As for such a new-born material, efficient characterization
methods are highly requisite providing beneficial guidance for
improvement of synthetic methods. In the history of carbon
materials, Raman spectroscopy has played a crucial role and
the positions, intensities and shapes of Raman bands can offer
rich helpful information.[115,116] It is also a powerful tool for the
investigation of Raman-active CC triple bond. Our group has
done much work in the study of Raman spectroscopy of GDY
related system with combination of experimental results and
theoretical simulations, gaining deeper insight into the crystallinity structure, defect degree and reaction mechanism.[71,117]
Raman spectroscopy has also made much contribution for the
development of GDY synthesis and a scientific characterization
method has been built up gradually.
Raman peaks and corresponding lattice vibrational modes
are specified. Typically, there are six intense Raman peaks of
GDY shown in Figure 8a, falling into three categories: B band
coming from breathing vibration; G, G′, and G″ bands related
to sp2 carbon and Y, Y′ bands for alkyne-related modes, respectively.[71,117] To be more specific, the B peak at 956 cm−1 mainly
comes from breathing vibration of benzene rings and alkynerelated rings. G peak at around 1520 cm−1 can be attributed to
the stretching of aromatic rings similar to G peak of graphene.
However, the G peak of GDY has a bathochromic-shift and
lower intensity than that of graphene, suggesting the introduction of acetylenic linkages into this alkyne-rich system. G′ peak
comes from vibration of CC bonds between triply coordinated
atoms and their doubly coordinated neighbors; G″ peak can be
ascribed to the scissoring vibration of atoms in benzene rings;
Y and Y′ peaks are both stretching modes of triple bonds with
the difference that Y refers to in-phase synchronous contraction stretching of triple bonds which is a fully symmetric mode,
while Y′ comes from out-of-phase stretching.[71]
Raman spectroscopy can also provide abundant information about reaction process and mechanism. Interestingly,
an unexpected peak often appeared at around 1940 cm−1 and
was assigned to some vibration related to C–Cu (II) complex,
which is an intermediate of alkyne homocoupling reaction and
could be easily understood from the mechanism of alkyne coupling reaction. As shown in Figure 8b,c, in the Raman spectra
of GDY with higher thickness, the peak of C–Cu (II) complex
would be obvious because the lack of oxidant for completing
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spsp bond formation. In most Cu-catalyzed terminal alkynes
coupling reactions, one of the most elaborated proposals can be
explicated in Figure 8d. The reaction starts with π-coordination
of the triple bond to copper (I) catalyst facilitating the activation of their terminal CH bond by an external base. After
the formation of a dinuclear specie, diyne bonds would form
by reductive elimination from dinuclear specie in the presence
of oxidant.[118–120] While as for graphene-templated synthesis of
ultrathin GDY film, the intermediate peak disappeared totally
(Figure 8e,f), indicating better coupling efficiency.[29] Raman
spectroscopy is also beneficial for monitoring the reaction process. In situ Raman spectroscopy of Y′ peak was conducted and
the evolution process is shown in Figure 8g.[29] Y′ peak would
appear in a short reaction time (<4 min), indicating a rapid rate
at the initial stage and as time extended, the intensity of Y′ peak
showed a significant enhancement, indicating the continuing
coupling reaction of terminal alkynes. Furthermore, with reaction time increasing, the reaction rate would decrease because
of the lower solubility and reactivity of the enlarged networks.
The progress of GDY synthesis has provided better conditions for investigation of related Raman spectroscopy. And in
return, better understanding of the reaction process and mechanism would also be much beneficial for experimental design
and optimizing conditions. The study of GDY Raman spectroscopy has contributed a lot for improving of synthetic strategies.

5. Summary and Outlook
GDY, a new type of carbon allotrope, has attracted widespread
attention since it is first proposed. Since Li and co-workers
successfully synthesized large area of GDY nanoscale film on
copper substrate, GDY has showed potential applications in
many fields. Meanwhile, some other modified methods were
developed to synthesize GDY with different morphologies,
which greatly enriched the synthetic methods and application
fields of GDY. However, the synthesis of single or few layer
GDY with well-defined structure and large domain sized is still
infancy and is an unswerving pursuit of the goal for scientists.
One the one hand, the few-layered GDY is the study basic of
intrinsic properties, such as mechanical, band, electronic,
and thermal properties. However, the basic study of intrinsic
properties has been developing slowly subjecting to the synthetic methods that cannot synthesize the desired GDY material. On the other hand, few-layered GDY could display bright
applications in other areas (e.g., dielectric screening and gas
separation).[37,121] The framework of GDY is constructed by
hexagonal carbon rings cross linked by diacetylenic linkages.
The size of vdW pores defined by the framework is in between
hydrogen and CH4/CO, and makes GDY possible to be utilized
as a selective separation membrane for hydrogen purification
from syngas.[13,17] Further study revealed that GDY is an ideal
membrane to separate O2 from harmful gases like Cl2, HCl,
HCN, CNCl, SO2, H2S, NH3, and CH2O.[122] Based on the
DFT calculations, Lee et al. found that few-layered GDY and
its family could be an ideal material applied an off-plane, static
dielectric screening, in which the vertical dielectric constants
of GDY independent of the thickness, while those of metallic
materials are dependent on the thickness.[121] Furthermore, the
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Figure 8. a) Raman spectrum of GDY predicted by DFT calculations. Reproduced with permission.[71] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
b) Raman spectra of GDY synthesized through in-situ coupling reaction on Cu foil using Glaser coupling reaction. Reproduced with permission.[26]
Copyright 2010, Royal Society of Chemistry. c) Raman spectrum of GDY nanowalls synthesized via Glaser-Hay coupling reaction. Reproduced with
permission.[50] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. d) Reasonable mechanism of Glaser-Hay related coupling reaction. Reproduced with
permission.[119] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. e) Raman spectrum of GDY synthesized using graphene as surface template via Hiyama coupling reaction.
Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. f) Raman spectrum of GDY on graphene template via Eglinton coupling
reaction. g) Raman spectra change in the in situ growth process at room temperature. f,g) Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2018, American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

dielectric constants decrease as the interlayer distance increases.
From an application perspective, these findings can be applied
for engineering of the dielectric constants of supercapacitors
and nanocapacitors for energy storage. Unfortunately, these
potential applications are not accomplishable using currently
synthesized GDY materials because of its multilayer structure,
low mechanical strength, or instability. Therefore, exploring the
new synthetic methods for few-layered GDY is a very necessary
and meaningful research project. Despite great efforts devoted,
the synthesis of large areas of highly ordered single or few-layered GDY exhibiting high crystallinity and few defects is still an
ongoing challenge.
Currently, graphene-templated method could be a promise
method for few-layered GDY synthesis. In this method, the
strong π–π interaction between graphene and HEB makes
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monomer face-to-face adsorption on the graphene surface and
provides a space confined 2D growth mode. Although large area
few-layered GDY can be synthesized on graphene, the domain
sized, surface cleanliness, and defects containing are problems
to be addressed. In the future, the templated-method could
be promising to prepare single crystalline GDY of few-layered
structure and further explore the fundamental properties of
GDY after further optimization of the synthetic parameters,
such as different coupling reaction system, reaction temperature, template types and so on. Besides that, how to separate
the GDY from templates is also an important research content.
As the reported templated-methods, the electronic properties
of GDY are measured using hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) as
template, which is resulted from the ultrahigh conductivity of
graphene that will overwhelm the properties of GDY. However,
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the quality of GDY growth on h-BN is not as high as on graphene due to the weak interaction between h-BN and GDY.
Therefore, better results should be obtained if the electronic
properties can be measured on GDY films that are exfoliated
from graphene.
GDY represents an important novel class of 2D carbon materials with a multitude of appealing properties, all the challenge
will certainly be overcome in near future addressing a lot of
novel interesting materials properties. However, there is still a
long way to make actually become an irreplaceable material in
the future and need scientific research workers to make more
hard efforts.
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